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The Aegean sea basin is fed at its northern pe
riphery by the complex fluvial systems of the 
rivers VardarfAxios, StroumajStrymon, Mestaf 
Nestos and MaritsajEvros. At some stages of 
their evolution, these rivers formed real 
fluviolacustrine systems, and their onset and 
evolution could throw light on the Late Alpine 
geodynamics and the mechanisms of the open
ing of the Aegean. The complex fluviolacustrine 
systems were set on in Middle Miocene time, 
and fully developed in Late Miocene, Pliocene 
and Quaternary times. Their onset and evolu
tion are closely related to the complex rifting 
along the Vardar/Axios and StroumajStrymon 
fault belts, and the motions along the North
Anatolian Fault Zone. 

The present abstract has been published first 
in the Abstract CD-R Volume of the l71h Con
gress of the Carpathian-Balkan Geological As
sociation in September 2002. However, the lim
ited circulation of the volume restricted the 
possibility to reach a larger number of inter
ested geologists. A full publication of the results 
could be achieved through a paper in Geologica 
Carpathica, and the duly submitted (January 
2002) manuscript has been accepted for publi
cation by the Editorial Board (letter of 
27.06.2002) but under the condition to enrich 
the paper with more facts, and in the same time, 
to proceed with a considerable shortening. In 
these circumstances, the author prefers to pub
lish the abstract in a slightly enlarged form (two 
additional figures) in the present special issue, 
and to proceed with writing a book dedicated to 
the onset and evolution of the Stroumaf 
Strymon and MestajNestos fluviolacustrine sys
tems in Neogene and Quaternary tinies. 

Pre-Miocene history 

Complex fluviolacustrine systems existed in 
Late Eocene and Early Oligocene times (Za
gorchev, 1992) South of the newly-formed 
Stara planina (Balkan) mountain range, and 
were draining towards two (Piyanets and East 
Rhodopes) large marine gulfs. During the Late 
Oligocene marine regression, a system of river
connected lakes formed in connection to the 
Pannonian Paratethys, and was dried out and 
closed during a compression phase in earliest 
Neogene time. The principal planation surface 
(peneplain) on the Balkan Peninsula has been 
formed during the following relative tectonic 
quiescence. The low-mountain relief had been 
drained by small rivers that left no recognizable 
sediments. 

Middle Miocene onset 
and evolution; 
First sedimentation cycle 

First evidence about the onset of peri-Aegean 
fluviolacustrine systems comes from the late 
Middle Miocene (Karpatian? - Badenian -
Sarmatian: Palamarev et a!., 1999; Vatsev, 
1999). The start of the neotectonic stage is 
marked by beginning Late Badenian - Early 
Sarmatian disintegration of the peneplain. Sev
eral horsts (the Pirin horst included) renewed 
their uplift. 

The first sedimentation cycle recognized 
throughout the StroumajStrymon fluviolacus
trine system occurred in Badenian and Sarma-
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Fig. I . Present state of the fluviolacustrine systems in the northern peri-Aegean realm (based on NASA space photo
graph, INTERNET publication). The principal watershed between the Aegean and the Black Sea (Danube) basins is out
lined with white dots Rivers: M - Mozava, / - Iskur, S - Strouma/Strymon, M/N- MestafNestos, M/E - Maritsa/ 
Evros 

tian times (Nedjalkov et a!., 1988) within a river 
plain and local lakes. The lakes formed mostly 
in the Sarmatian, and often produced lignite 
coal seams (Kyustendil, Serres) and locally 
(Simitli) diatomites or diatom-bearing marls. 
The Vardar/Axios fluviolacustrine system 
(Psilovicos, Syrides, 1984) and parts (Rhodopes, 
Razlog graben) of the Mesta/Nestos system 
have been also set on. 
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Second cycle: Maeotian 
and early Pontian 

All three fluviolacustrine systems developed 
considerably (Fig. 2). Well-sorted thick alluvial 
deposits were related to meandering channels 
within the plain. A marine ingression flooded 
most of the Serres graben in Maeotian and early 
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Fig. 2. Sketch-map for the peri-Aegean fluviolacustrine systems in Neogene and Quaternary limes 

Pontian time. The northern threshold of the in
ession in the whole peri-Aegean region has 
en the major Middle-Mesta fault at the 

southern slope of the BelasitsafKerkini Moun
in and its continuations West and East. This 

ault has been a major and long-living branch of 
Lhe North-Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ), with 
onsiderable normal faulting and right-lateral 

-rrike-slip displacements throughout Neogene 

and Quaternary times. Interaction of proluvial 
and alluvial sedimentation of the Palaeo
Strouma with the lacustrine sedimentation oc
curred within the Kyustendil graben. All along 
the Blagoevgrad, Simitli and Sandanski grabens, 
river channels within the plain and some small 
lakes were influenced by seasonal abundant 
flood of the border fans. The smooth relief and 
tropical to subtropical climate favoured the 
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Fig. 3. Time chart for the evolution of the StroumajStrymon and MestajNestos fluviolacustrine systems. Principal 
boundaries of the stages after Rogl ( 1999, 2001) and other sources 

breeding of big mammals (Koufos et al., 1995; 
Spassov, 2001). The widening of the system in 
Maeotian time was certainly not only a result of 
its maturation but also of the gradual extension 
due to normal faulting in the graben boards. 
Gorges have been gradually incised through 
transversal horsts resulting from activation of 
cross or oblique faults. 

The MestafNestos fluviolacustrine system has 
been also enlarged. After initial alluvial and 
proluvial sedimentation related to the onset of 
Palaeo-Mesta in the Razlog and Gotse Delchev 
areas, lakes have been formed and evolved in 
Maeotian to Middle Pontian times with pro
longed deposition of diatomites in the Gotse 
Delchev graben (Vatsev, 1999; Temniskova
Topalova, Ognjanova-Rumenova, I 997). These 
lakes have been probably related in Pontian 
times through the Drama basin and Palaeo
Angitis to the Serres basin and the Aegean Sea 
(Zagorchev et al., 2002). · 

The Pirin horst continued to be a low barrier 
between the two fluviolacustrine systems as wit
nessed by the presence of well-rounded marble 
fragments in the Badenian? - Sarmatian 
Katountsi Formation and the Maeotian San
danski Formation (Sandanski graben), and in 
the conglomerate (Maeotian or Early Pontian) 
beneath the diatom calcareous clays near 
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Amphipolis in the Serres graben. The evolution 
of the Ilindentsi and Katountsi proluvial fans 
with a steady influx of marble pebbles derived 
from the Pirin horst may be followed virtually 
at the same emplacements from Baden ian? -
Sarmatian through Maeotian and Pontian to 
Pliocene and Pleistocene times. 

Third cyCle: 
Late(?) Pontian to Early(?) 
Pliocene 

The Pontian evolution of the fluviolacustrine 
systems exhibits a dramatic change in mid
Pontian time. It is marked by the massive influx 
of very coarse terrigenous material from the 
horsts into the adjacent grabens, and is particu
larly important at the example of the Pirin 
horst. The latter has undergone an intense high
velocity uplift, with the partial destruction of 
the Maeotian oroplain, and formation of a rim 
of proluvial - alluvial fans within the sur
rounding grabens: the Kalimantsi Formation in 
the Sandanski graben, and the Nevrokop For
mation, in the Gotse Delchev graben. The mass 
presence (for the first time) of pebbles from the 
Palaeogene granites proves the unroofing of 
their plutons in Pontian time (Zagorchev, 1992). 



Fourth cycle: Pliocene 

The palaeobotanical data (Palamarev et al., 
1999) point at climate changes in Pliocene time: 
from tropical through subtropical and semi
arid to arid, and finally, to a moderate climate. 
The tectonic control was also of utmost impor
tance, and the course of the rivers underwent 
considerable changes due to uplift of longitudi
nal and transversal horsts. The new bed of 
Palaeo-Strouma between the Simitli and San
danski grabens was formed over the Late Creta
ceous granites, and the gorge was widened and 
filled in by the second conglomerate-sandstone 
member of the Kalimantsi Formation that cov
ered directly the weathered surface of the gran
ite. The main connections between the different 
widened areas of the fluviolacustrine systems 
were already established almost in their present 
state. Intense horst uplift in late Pontian and 
Pliocene times led to deposition of thick 
proluvial-alluvial fans. The link between the 
upper part of Palaeo-Mesta with the lower part 
was interrupted, and the upper river bed joined 
the Palaeo-Dospat (Baltakov, Choleev, 2000) 
for to reach the Aegean through the present 
Nestos delta. The isolated lower course of the 
system from the Drama Lake to the confluence 
into Strymon has been preserved to our days in 
the shape of the Angistos River. The lower 
course of the very wide and mature Vardar/ 
Axios fluviolacustrine system has been rich in 
lake and swamp basins often inherited since 
Miocene times. Probably first linked to the 
VardarfA.xios system, the rivers of the Mygdonia 
(Limni Volvi) graben with its Miocene-set lakes 
evolved with the development of a local water
shed, and directed their course as an indepen
dent small system towards the Strymon gulf. 
The sea coast changed its outline. The most im
portant neotectonic movements occurred in lat
est Pliocene times. They resulted in consider
able block rotations and tilting of the grabens 
against the highest-amplitude faults (Za
gorchev, 1992). Later (Pleistocene) sediments 
cover with unconformable depositional contact 
both the tilted pre-Quaternary sections and the 
graben-bounding normal faults . 

Fifth cycle: 
Pleistocene and Holocene 

Substantial new elements were introduced in 
the fluviolacustrine systems of the Peri-Aegean 
(Choleev, Baltakov, 1989; Psilovicos, Vavliakis, 
1989) in Pleistocene times. The horst uplift was 

accompanied by climatic changes due to the 
coming ice ages. The highest mountains were 
covered by glaciers during three glacials 
(Mindel, Riss and Wurm). The glaciers almost 
melted during the interglacials, leaving glacial 
and fluvio-glacial deposits, typical circuses, and 
deeply incised V-shaped and U-shaped valleys 
in the mountains. Moraines often dammed the 
valleys with formation of relict lakes during the 
interglacials and in the post-glacial time (Ho
locene). Big lakes (Doyran, BoutkovofKerkini, 
Mygdonia, Drama, Volax and Bistonis) existed 
in the peri-Aegean coastal plain South of the 
Middle-Mesta fault zone. Glaciation in the high 
mountains (Velchev, 1995) induced the forma
tion of glacial and fluvioglacial deposits in the 
river valleys, and produced typical features of 
the relief. MestajNestos emancipated from the 
StroumajStrymon fluviolacustrine system with 
formation of a new gorge through the young 
horst of Lekanis Mountain, and formed the 
present impressive delta partially at the expense 
of the Prinos-Kavala basin. 

Conclusions 

The evolution of the Neogene - Quaternary 
fluviolacustrine systems in the northern peri
Aegean Region (Fig. 3) allows for several im
portant conclusions: 

I) The neotectonic stage began after pro
longed quiescence and planation that formed 
the principal peneplain. Normal faulting was 
the dominant mechanism, with repeated offsets 
along faults of the major fault belts, and evolu
tion of the fluviolacustrine systems within the 
grabens with deposition of 1500 (Simitli, 
Sandanski) - 3500 m (Serres) thick proluvial, 
alluvial and lacustrine sediments. The 
fluviolacustrine systems (Palaeo-Strouma and 
Palaeo-Mesta) have been separated by the con
stantly uplifting Pirin horst, and the Peri
Aegean coastal plain has been limited to the 
North by the Middle-Mesta normal fault. 

2) The evolution of the fluviolacustrine sys
tems in Neogene times is clearly divided into 
three stages, and namely, (i) onset: Badenian -
Sarmatian; (ii) mature stage: Maeotian -
Pontian (partially); (iii) activation of the block 
disintegration in Pontian and Pliocene times: 
increased normal faulting with unroofing of the 
Palaeogene granite plutons in the highest horsts 
(Pirin), and cyclic deposition of coarse sedi
ments within the graben fluviolacustrine sys
tems. There are no proofs for the existence of 
detachment faults nor for exhumation of meta-
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morphic core complexes. 
3) The high-amplitude displacements and 

block tilting in latest Pliocene times led to a par
tial re-distribution of the drainage network, for
mation of new connecting gorges, and (due to 
Pleistocene glaciation in the high mountains) 
deposition of glacial and fluvioglacial sediments. 
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